If I were to photocopy this book and reprint it with my own name on the cover, without referencing Mr Lichtenstein, would that count as art or plagiarism? I get so confused these days. Tean Jaxon or Team Valmont?
The Emerging Technological Trajectory Of The Pacific Basin
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H Taylor! There are no movies based off the Serafina book series, yet. We are working hard to create that happen though & hope to possess exciting new ones.

Most books that feature the letters of Seneca are selections. The Penguin Classics “Letters from a Stoic” has around 80.

I wish I really could answer your question but anything I say would be a spoiler! :D

A Thomas. Sounds great! BAB

SIZE. Also, I think he's pretty handsome. He has a black ring around his eyes like natural eyeliner and super bright green irises. Ladies love him. He’s got a black ring around his eyes that I love.

My most recent completed book is Counting Losses. Lots of it is dependent on items that have happened to me, but I do incorporate events in order to make the story flow better. That's why I don't consider autobiography.

I actually loved the ending! My husband hated it. I thought the ending easily fit into perfectly with the theme of how all actions have consequences.

Oh shoot, I'm sorry I missed this — I've been pretty sick. How cool that you surely got to Los Alamos! Were you able to see the Bradley museum? It’s nukes!” because it is a military museum but it’s still really informative. I'm honored that the story inspired you to make a trip there! Thank you!!

There are very many great resources available, but I understand it may be hard to narrow it down. My favorites are SAVE THE CAT by Blake Snyder, HOOKED by Les Edgerton, and WRITING THE BREAKOUT NOVEL by Donald Maass. As far as my personal favorite tips, remember that you will need a character and a target and you then make it harder and harder for the smoothness to get at that goal. Keeping good notes is a big one.

It's an interesting idea to state the least. Disney tends to ruin stories by detaching their dark parts for different folks. I got intrigued by the thought of some guy picking up a woman in a club, going house or apartment with her, falling in deep love with her slightly, then when he wakes up each morning he's convinced she's a serial killer. This idea fascinated me. And I didn't think anyone had written anything quite that for different folks. I got intrigued by the thought of some guy picking up a woman in a club, going house or apartment with her, falling in deep love with her slightly, then when he wakes up each morning he's convinced she's a serial killer. This idea fascinated me. And I didn't think anyone had written anything quite that.

At least you made an endeavor to disguise your opinion as a question with: “Why did the writer write this?”. I’m sorry you didn’t like it but -- oh well -- different strokes for different folks.

Victor is definitely finding a story—I’m hoping to release his tale within the next few months! And I’m so glad you benefit from the series—thank you! Court of Thorns and Roses (finally). I’ve had it on my kindle forever, but I understand I’ll probably get really sucked into the series so I’ve been to complete The Way of Kings. It was been on my currently reading list for far too much time and it’s time to get back to it and FINISH it. Apart from at my TBR pile and try to refrain from adding more!

It's an interesting idea to state the least. Disney tends to ruin stories by detaching their dark parts for different folks. I got intrigued by the thought of some guy picking up a woman in a club, going house or apartment with her, falling in deep love with her slightly, then when he wakes up each morning he's convinced she's a serial killer. This idea fascinated me. And I didn't think anyone had written anything quite that for different folks. I got intrigued by the thought of some guy picking up a woman in a club, going house or apartment with her, falling in deep love with her slightly, then when he wakes up each morning he's convinced she's a serial killer. This idea fascinated me. And I didn't think anyone had written anything quite that.

Thanks for your comment. I also so much expected more. But I haven’t read any of her earlier books, I will discover if I can locate them at library.

I already see the prologue whenever you posted it in La Poseurs. I really like this, though! Really descriptive, and fantastic imagery! Next chapter I go! is actually YES HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I wish I really could answer your question but anything I say would be a spoiler! :D

A Thomas. Sounds great! BAB

I actually loved the ending! My husband hated it. I thought the ending easily fit into perfectly with the theme of how all actions have consequences.

Hi Thomas. Sounds great! BMB

Yes! I truly enjoy these books!
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I wouldn’t say horror. But it was dark, creepy and weird. It wasn’t at all the “delightful and funny” book it absolutely was sold to be.